Be everyone’s hero: Take good care of your heart (Dr. Charles Katzenberg, UA Sarver Heart Center)
Arizona Daily Star

Video: U of A draws crowds to STEM festival (The University of Arizona College of Medicine – Phoenix)
Downtown Devil

Diagnotes Names Five New Members to Advisory Council (Howard D. Silverman, MD, MS, professor and chair of the Department of Biomedical Informatics at The University of Arizona College of Medicine - Phoenix)
KFJX-TV
IT Business Net

Rising tuition at public colleges, funding cuts leave students deeper in debt
Arizona Daily Star

Hoarding may be a growing problem as population ages (Lisa O’Neill, director of education and elder abuse resources at the University of Arizona’s Center on Aging)
Arizona Daily Star

Tucson doctors wary after tax identity theft (Dr. Andreas Theodorou, chief medical officer at the University of Arizona Medical Center)
Arizona Daily Star

METRO WEEK: Behavioral Health Changes Coming to Southern Arizona (Cenpatico Integrated Care in partnership with the University of Arizona Health Network)
Arizona Public Media

State working to contain measles, 1 person at a time (University of Arizona)
Arizona Republic

Super Bowl 2015: Health Officials to Keep an Eye out for Measles (UA Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health)
News Every day

Local liver transplant survivor now in cancer fight (University of Arizona Medical Center)
Yuma Sun